For example, in news texts they could represent the following information: what happened, when it happened and where it happened. With the identification of these aspects, it is possible to automate some NLP tasks such as Summarization, Question Answering and Information Extraction. Microaspects --a type of informative aspects--represent local segments of the sentence. In this paper, we automatically identify microaspects using Semantic Role Labeling, Named-Entity Recognition, Handcrafted Rules and Machine Learning techniques. We evaluate our proposal using the CSTNews journalistic corpus, which has manually annotated aspects. The results are satisfactory, and prove that microaspects can be automatically identified in news texts with acceptable performance.
Introduction
Informative aspects represent semantic-discursive basic units of information present in sentences. Aspects can represent local components of a sentence, like specific location or a certain date. They can also appear from the sentence context. For example, in natural disasters news, the following aspects could be recognized: when it happened?, where it happened?, how it happened?, and what happened?.
Aspects date back to the work of Swales [14] with the model CARS (Create a Research Space), where schematic structures are used to create/organize scientific texts. Recently, the TAC (Text Analysis Conference) -the main conference and scientific competition about Automatic Summarization -proposed the use of informative aspects to assist the Summarization Guided task (2010/2011). For example, TAC analyzed and determined that summaries of the category "Attacks" might include specific aspects as: what happened (WHAT), casualties (WHO_AFFECTED), perpetrators (PERPETRATORS), location (WHERE) and date (WHEN). The main goal to identifying aspects is to automate some NLP tasks such as Summarization, Question Answering and Information Extraction. According to Genest et al. [7] , "aspect identification can be useful to determine relevant information from source texts and to identify structural constraints to construct summaries". Owczarzak and Dang [10] proposed the use of informative aspects as a deep approach to produce coherent and cohesive multi-document summaries for a specific genre (e.g., journalistic, narrative, opinion, etc.) and category (e.g., sports, politics, etc.). Since TAC, aspects have been used in several studies in the literature to assist the summarization task [13, 8] .
Aspects can indicate standard structures (templates) to model criteria of content selection and organization to automatically generate coherent summaries. For that reason, Rassi et al. [12] manually annotated aspects on multi-document summaries in the Brazilian Portuguese journalistic corpus called CSTNews [6] .
CSTNews was built mainly to assist the Multi-document Automatic Summarization task. The identification of textual segments in different sentential structural levels to determine informative aspects resulted in the classification of aspects in microaspects and macroaspects. Microaspects represent local segments that make up a sentence. Macroaspects emerge from the combination of linguistic patterns contained in the local segments inside a sentence, or from the relationship between two or more sentences.
In this paper we use two approaches to automatically identify microaspects. The first approach is based on semantic roles, named-entities and handcrafted rules. The second approach is based on machine learning techniques. We evaluate our proposal using a set of aspect-annotated summaries in the CSTNews corpus. In this work, aspects are specifically defined for journalistic genre, based on the TAC's Summarization task.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we introduce some related work; in Section 3, we describe the two approaches used to identify microaspects; the experiments and results are presented in Section 4; finally, in Section 5, we conclude this paper.
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Related Work
Text Analysis Conference
The "Text Analysis Conference" (TAC) is the main conference and scientific competition about Automatic Summarization (AS). In 2010 1 , aspects have been proposed to assist the Guided Summarization task to explore a deeper linguistic analysis of the source documents. The goal was to generate a 100-word summary from a set of 10 "newswire" articles for a given topic. Each topic falls into a predefined category. All the participants in the task were given a list of aspects for each category. Finally, the generated summary should include all aspects defined for its category. Table 1 shows some categories and their defined aspects. The remainder categories are: "Health and Safe", "Endangered Resources" and "Trials and Investigations". Some studies were done using TAC 2010 principles. Steinberger et al. [13] proposed a deep semantic analysis to model informative aspects for multilingual AS. Makino et al. [9] and Li et al. [8] automatically identified informative aspects in Wikipedia and generated summaries based on those aspects. Barrera et al. [3] created a question-answering system, called SemQuest, based on aspect identification for different categories. Even before TAC, some works presented similar approaches, for example, White et al. [15] proposed aspects-based templates for summaries of "Natural Disasters" texts.
CSTNews Corpus
The CSTNews corpus [6] is a resource that contains 50 Brazilian Portuguese journalistic text collections. Each collection has 2-3 documents on the same subject but from different sources. The collections were classified into 6 textual categories: Daily News (14), Sports (10), World (14) , Politics (10), Money (1) and Science (1). In addition to the raw texts, CSTNews comprises 140 manually generated single-document abstractive summaries, 50 manually generated multi-document abstractive summaries and 50 manually generated multi-document extractive summaries.
Rassi et al. [12] annotated aspects over the 50 manually generated multi-document abstractive summaries from CSTNews corpus. CSTNews categories are different from TAC-2010 categories. However, there are similarities between categories, e.g., "Daily news" and "World" could contain "Accidents and natural disasters" topics. As mentioned before, aspects were divided in microaspects and macroaspects. Microaspects represent local segments that make up a sentence. Macroaspects emerge from the combination of linguistic patterns contained in the local segments inside a sentence, or from the relationship between two or more sentences. In total, [12] identified 8 microaspects (see Table 2 ). It is important to say that aspects were annotated at the end of the sentence (sentential level). 
PALAVRAS Parser
PALAVRAS is a rule-based syntactic parser for Portuguese developed by [4] . In addition, it produces a list of semantic tags 2 . It has two output formats: a simple format ("flat"), and a traditional syntactic tree format ("tree").
According to its author, PALAVRAS achieved a correctness rate of over 99% for morphology and part-of-speech. For syntax the figures are 97-98%. In this work, we use PALAVRAS as input for the semantic role classifier (tree format) and to create an aspect classifier using Machine Learning techniques (flat format).
Semantic Role Labeling
Semantic roles represent the semantic relationships between verbs and their arguments. The task of identifying which phrases act as arguments of a particular verb is called Semantic Role Labeling (SRL). For Brazilian Portuguese, [1] proposed a supervised classification system that consists of 3 phases: (1) target verb identification, (2) argument identification and (3) argument classification. Fig. 3 shows an example of the SRL process. Firstly, the target verb "won" is identified. Secondly, arguments (A) are identified: "Brazilian team", "Finnish team" and "in Tampere". Lastly, arguments are annotated with semantic roles: A0 (agent), A1 (patient) and AM-LOC (location), respectively. The "A" terminology refers to the "argument" followed by a prototypical number (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) , and the "AM" terminology refers to the "modifier argument", followed by a type of modifier, such as time, location, cause, etc. Semantic roles were defined by [11] . It achieved a F1 measure of 94.5% in the identification phase and 81.70% in the classification phase, being the best system for Brazilian Portuguese. Arguments related to the verb can answer some questions like who, where, when, why and how. In the previous example, the answers to the questions who won?, who lost? and where won?, are "Brazilian team", "Finland team" and "Tampere", respectively. Therefore, semantic roles can define informative aspects such as WHO_AGENT (who won?), WHO_AFFECTED (who lost?) and WHERE ("where won?). In this paper we propose the use of the SRL system for Brazilian Portuguese developed by [1] to identify some microaspects. Table 3 presents the proposed equivalences among some microaspects and the corresponding semantic roles. [5] . REMBRANDT intensely explores Wikipedia as a knowledge source and executes a set of grammatical rules to take advantage of the internal and external indications of the NEs to extract its significance. Furthermore, REMBRANDT has a proper interface to interact with Wikipedia, SASKIA, that provides simple category navigation. That system has 56.74% F1 measure for NER.
NE categories can define some informative aspects: WHERE is equivalent to LOCATION, WHEN to TIME, and SITUATION to EVENT. Thus, we propose the use of REMBRANDT system to automatically identify some microaspects. Table 4 shows the proposed equivalences among microaspects and NE categories. 
Methodology
The automatic identification process was divided in three phases: (1) to compile all the 322 sentences of the 48 CSTNews annotated summaries of categories Daily, Sports, World and Politics; (2) to automatically annotate sentences with microaspects using the 3 proposed systems, called SRL, SRL+Rules, REMBRANDT; and Machine Learning techniques; (3) finally, to get a set of annotated sentences.
SRL System
The SRL system automatically annotates microaspects equivalent to semantic roles (cf. Fig. 4 ). Finally, all annotated aspects are positioned at the end of the sentence.
<aspect SRL="WHO_AGENT"> The Brazilian team </aspect> won <aspect SRL="WHO_AFFECTED"> over the Finnish team </aspect> <aspect SRL= "WHERE"> in Tampere </aspect>.
Fig. 4.
Microaspect sentence annotation using SRL system
SRL+Rules System
The SRL+Rules system uses handcrafted rules based on patterns founded in false negatives and false positives of the SRL system, in order to improve its performance. Rules were created for aspects WHO_AGENT, WHO_AFFECTED, WHEN, WHERE and WHY. Also, SCORE rules were defined, despite not existing equivalence with any semantic role. It is crucial to specify that all rules were specifically created for Brazilian Portuguese. There is a language dependency. WHO_AGENT and WHO_AFFECTED rules are only based on false positives, because the SRL system does not identify if an annotated segment represents an entity, person or organization (see Fig. 5 ). Based on the PALAVRAS's semantic tags, it is possible to determine if an SRL annotated segment has at less a token that represents an entity, PERSON or ORGANIZATION.
Rules for aspects WHEN, WHERE and WHY are based on false negatives and false positives. WHEN rules follow Baptista et al. [2] theory to identify temporal expressions (see Fig. 6 ). WHERE rules identify local expressions (see Fig. 7 ) and WHY rules identify causative expressions (see Fig. 8 ).
Finally, SCORE rules were created based on a few number of annotated sentences (10) and integrated to de SRL+Rules system. Thus, SCORE rules are limited to this minimum set of annotates sentences. If a sentence has a segment annotated by the SRL system that contains a PREPOSITION "em", followed or not by the DETERMINER/PRONOUN, followed by a NOUN other than a temporal expression, then the segment will be correctly annotated as WHERE. Otherwise, the annotation will be removed. 
REMBRANDT System
The REMBRANDT system automatically annotates microaspects equivalent to the NE categories (cf. Table 4 ). It covers WHEN, WHERE, and SITUATION. Fig. 9 shows a sentence annotated using the REMBRANDT system. Note that the segment "Pan American Games" represents the entity EVENT, "Tuesday" represents the entity TIME, and "Maracazinho" represents the entity LOCAL.
The Brazilian volleyball team won over the Finnish team this <aspect EM="WHEN">Tuesday</aspects> by 3 sets to 0 in <aspect EM="WHERE"> Maracazinho</aspect>, on the <aspect EM="SITUATION">Pan American Games</aspect>. Fig. 9 . Microaspect sentence annotation using REMBRANDT system
Machine Learning Approach
Nowadays, computers have the capacity to automatically learn tasks based on experiences. These experiences are formed by a set of examples called "instances". In this work, the task to be learned is the "microaspect identification". With a manually annotated corpus the task follows a Machine Learning (ML) supervised paradigm, where the training set is formed by instance-class pairs called labeled data. Thus, the instances are represented by the sentences in the corpus, and the classes are represented by the annotated aspects in the sentences. For that reason, we proposed to use ML techniques to create a microaspect classifier. Microaspect identification is a multi-label classification problem. In this work we apply the "problem transformation methods", which aims to transform the multi-label classification problem into a set of binary classification problems. Therefore, many classifiers were created. We only chose the best classifier for each microaspect. In total we obtain 8 binary classifiers (see Table 2 ).
In total, six types of features provided by PALAVRAS flat format were defined: bag of words, lemmas, POS (part-of-speech), semantic tags, lemmas+POS and POS+semantic-tags. Each feature is represented by unigrams "(1, 1)", bigrams "(2, 2)" and bigrams+trigrams "(2, 3)". The result of the representation of the six types of features generates many classifiers for each microaspect. For example, the classifier "(2, 3) POS" was created based on all bigrams and trigrams of the part-of-speech of all the words in the corpus. The total number of created classifiers is 144.
We use the SVM (Support Vector Machine) supervised algorithm to classify microaspects in a sentential level. This algorithm is the most used in NLP classification tasks because, it is the best to deal with big dimensional space vectors.
Experiments and Results
The evaluation was measured by 4 metrics: R (Recall) -percentage of actually positive instances that were labeled as such; P (Precision) -percentage of instances labeled as positive that actually belong to this class; F1 (F1-score) -harmonic mean of the P and R; A (Accuracy) -total number of hits over the total number of instances.
All systems were tested on a set of sentences manually annotated with aspects from the CSTNews corpus. In addition, we tested the combination of the systems (SRL+REMBRANDT, SRL+Rules+REMBRANDT) only on the aspects WHEN and WHERE. In total, there are 322 annotated sentences. Table 5 shows the results of the best systems. The best result was obtained by the SRL+Rules for SCORE (F1=1.000) for the class "YES", whereas all the SCORE rules were created only for a few numbers of false positive sentences. In a majority of cases, the best results were obtained by SRL+Rules system. That proves that the handcrafted rules improved the performance of the SRL system. The worst result was found in the SRL system for HOW (F1=0.040). That happens because the SRL system considerably failed (many incorrect annotated sentences), and, in some cases, human annotators failed. REMBRANDT is the only system that can identify SITUATION. Note that all results of both, F1 of the class "NO" and the accuracy (A), are the highest. Differently from the previous systems, the ML classifier was trained and tested with all the 322 sentences. We used a stratified strategy on the corpus to ensure the same proportion of classes in each subset. The corpus was ten times stratified, where the sentences were divided into 70% for training (225 instances) and 30% for testing (97 instances), for each iteration. Thus, the final result is the average value of the iterations. Table 6 shows the best classifier for each microaspect. The best result was obtained by the "(1, 1) semantic" classifier for WHEN (F1=0.615). That occurs due to the fact that the PALAVRAS semantic tags contain a time lexicon. The worst result was obtained for microaspect SCORE (F1=0.000). This happens because CSTNews has few sentences annotated with SCORE. Note that most of the best classifiers are represented by unigrams "(1, 1)". Finally, in the majority of the cases the classifier "(2, 3) POS+semantic" obtained the best results because it have more linguistic knowledge (part-of-speech and semantic) than the others classifiers.
Conclusions
In this work we proposed a method to automatically identify microaspects. Microaspects represent local segments that form a sentence. Firstly, we evaluate a system approach based on semantic roles, named-entity categories, handcrafted rules and a combination of them, using de CSTNews corpus. The results proves that the SRL+Rules system obtained the best result in the majority of the cases. That means that handcrafted rules improved the SRL system performance. However, there were some problems in the identification process: the SRL system failed to correctly identify some sentences, affecting the performance of SRL+Rules system, and the PALAVRAS parser failed to analyze some sentences. Secondly, we evaluate a ML approach based on lexical, part-of-speech and semantic features. The results are not satisfactory because of the few number of annotated sentences. We believe that ML results could be better with more annotated instances in the corpus.
We can not compare the two approaches, because both approaches (system and ML) were tested in different ways. It is important to say that the subjectivity present in the process of the corpus manual annotation could affect the performance of the two approaches.
In conclusion, the system approach proves that microaspects can be automatically identified for Portuguese news texts. The main goal to identify aspects is to automate the Summarization task and to assist other NLP tasks (e.g., Question-Answering). This is a novel work for Brazilian Portuguese. Finally, we created a baseline to compare results with future systems, e.g. bag of words (unigramas).
Future work will focus on creating a macroaspect classifier. Our aim is to build automatic classifiers that cover all aspects defined in the CSTNews corpus (previously defined by TAC).
